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The following aspects of continuous flow electrophoresis were studied: 
flow and ttenqerature f ie lds ,  hydrodynamic s t ab i l i t y ,  separation e f f i c i e n q ,  
and characterist ics ~f vide-gap chambers (the SPAR appara t~s)  . Simplified 
~uathematicsl mcrdels were developed s o  as t o  furnish a basis fo r  understand- 
ing tile phenomena and cimparis~n of different chambers and operating con- 
dit ions.  Studies of die hydrodynamic s t a b i l i t y  disclosed that  a "wide-gap" 
chamber may be part icularly sensi t ive  t o  axial  temperature variations which 
could be due t o  uneven heating or  cooling. The mathemtical model of the 
separaticn process includes effects  due to  the axial  velocity, electro- 
o.;moiic cross-flow and electrophoretic migration, a l l  including the effects 
of tmperature dependent properties. 
I hTRODu3I ON 
Hydrodynamics plays varied roles in the continuous flaw electrophoresis 
of small particles, in some situations the suspending fluid does little more 
than carry particles through the apparatus, in others tko flow is so con- 
voluted that electrophoretic separation is impossible. One of the complica- 
ting factors is the role of buoyancy forces which can destabilize the flow 
or establish an unfavorabie, but steady laminar flow. To circumvent such 
problems it has been suggested that the apparatus be operated in a micro- 
gravity e. vironment where, due to the reduced size of buoyancy forces, the 
chamber could be made larger and field strength increased. Then populations 
of large biological particles could be fractionated into narrow subpopula- 
tions on the basis of unique surface characteristics which are reflected in 
the electrophoretic mobility. Such an undertaking obviously requires careful 
evaluations of many types. The purpose of this investigation is to furnish a 
basis for understanding the hydrodynamic characteristics of the chamber and 
their effects on the separation process. Particular emphasis is placed on 
the role buoyancy plays in establishing the basic flcw and affecting its 
stability. 
Work began on this project in February of 1977 with the objective of 
assembling and evaluating current howledge of the hydrodynamics of continuous 
flm electrophoresis. Four tasks were specicied for the one year contract 
period: 
(1) Cevelop models to describe the flaw and temperature fields; 
(2 )  Investigate the hydrodynamic stability of the flow field; 
(3) Develop a model to predict electrophoretic separation efficiency; 
(4) Review the SPAR apparatus and experiment. 
Work on these tasks i s  canplete insofar as it i s  covered by th is  
contract and results are described i n  this  report. The studies begun 
here continue under a separate NASA contract with Princeton University . 
The main part of the report is divided into two parts: SUlrklARIES AM) 
LWCLUSIQNS , and DESCRIYTION OF RESULTS, where more detailed informat ion 
is se t  fqrth. 
!3JbWi4RIES AND CONCLUSIONS 
More detailed information on the variolis subjects is contained in  the 
DESCRIITION OF RESULTS sections, here we simply summarize and discuss 
conclusions. 
Flow and Temperature Fields 
The temperature f i e ld  enters the problem because it a l t e r s  the electro- 
phoretic mobility of the par t ic les  and causes density contrasts which lead 
t o  buoyancy driven flows. The non-uniform temperature ,.'.eld i t s e l f  derives 
from heat effects associated with the e l ec t r i c  f i e l d  and current. Although 
the f ie ld  i s  three-dimensional, it i s  possible t o  simplify matters using 
perturbation methods. For present purposes we sought t o  establish the edge 
effects  due t o  cooling through the s ide  walls containing the electrodes 
* (cf .  Figure l ) ,  the effects  of temperature dependent conductivities fo r  heat 
and e lec t r ic i ty ,  and estimate time scales for  thermal equilibration of the 
chamber. 
The edge effects were found to  be substantial  i n  that  they extend into 
the chamber for  distances of 1 - 2  chamber th ichesses  from each side.  This 
a l t e r s  the mobility of par t ic les  i n  these regicns and has a dramatic effect  
on +be flow through buoyancy effects .  I t  was also found that  the effecis  
of teinperature dependent conductivities were substantial  , the calculated 
* 
temperature r i s e  being 70% larger for  a wide-gap chamber (0.5 an tnick) than 
tha t  calculated assuming constant properties. Although temperature relaxa- 
t ion times for  the f lu id  are only 10-15 seconds fo r  a narrcw-gap chamber 
(0.15 cm) 2 - 3  minutes are  required t o  establish the steady f i e ld  i n  a wide- 
gap chamber. 
* Representative dimensions, f lu id  properties, operating conditions , etc .  , are 
summarized on Table I ,  p. 72 .  A schematic diagram is on p. 7 .  
FIGURE 1. 
Schematic representation of an electrophoresis chmber. 
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For the flow field mlytical solutions in two-dimensions were constrdcted 
to investigate ways buoyancy could alter the axial flow and to study edge 
effects. One-dimensional models were then developed to investigate the effects 
of temperature dependent transport properties on the axial flow and electro- 
osmotic cross flow. 
Several conclusions can be drawn from this part of the study. 
(a) It is necessary to include effects of temperature on transport 
properties. Models which ignore this, or treat matters inconsistantly , can 
be qulitatively and quantitatil ely misleading, especially with wide-gap 
machines like the SPAR device. With narrow-gap machines operated with modest 
field strengths (cf. Table 1) the use of 'average' values is satisfactory since 
temperature variations are usually small. 
(b) In wide-gap machines operating in a 1-g environment the steady-state 
axial velocity profile is unsatisfactory at modest field strengths insofar as 
electrophoretic separations are concerned. An earlier study by Ostrach (using 
a constant properties ' one-dimensional model) identified a buoyancy-driven 
feature which rude downflow operation unsatisfactory. Edge effects and 
alterations due to temperature depending properties accentuate the buoyancy 
feature making matters worse. Upflow, which was once suggested as a means of 
overcoming tne difficulty, mrns out to be only ~.urginally better for the 
cases studied. In downflaw the difficulty arises from a recirculating eddy 
in the center fif t h e  ci~amber; in upflow two eddys appear, attached to the 
front and rear cooling surfaces, and these restrict the area available for 
separation. A micro-gravity environment would suppress or eliminate secondary 
flows of this sort. Of course other mean5 of eddy suppression ought not be 
ruled out. 
' +, 
(c) Experiments at General Electric using the wide-gap SPAR apparatus 
disclosed a meandering sample flow pattern thought to be evidence of the 
structure noted in (b). Subsequent calculations made with the models de- 
- 61 ' veloped here showed that the actual power levels were far lower than those 
' .  1 . .  
:a 51 required according to the theory and thus the meandering flow .must be due 
to another process. 
fdydrodynamic Stability 
In an attempt to ascertain the cause of the meandering observed in the 
Genera! Electric experiments the s2ability of several chamber configurations 
was examined. Attent ion focussed on buoyancy driven instabilities for 
obvious reasons and investigations of other sorts of instability, e.g., 
those due to viscosity stratification or electrokinetic effects, etc. , were 
1 
d.eferred. Three sorts of instability were investigated: t.\e inception of 
cellular motion due to heat generation in a quiescent layer, roll cells in 
a buoyancy driven shear flow and the effect of an axial temperature gradient 
on a fully developed flow. Critical temperature differences for the quiescent 
layer or the shear flow are much larger than those present in the ~xperiments. 
For the vertical chamber with axial flow a new two-dimensional instability 
was identified with an expecially low crj tirll Rayleigh number. For con- 
ditions characteristic of the SPAR machine the critical axial gradient is 
(ca.) O.S°C/an. 
.--I_- - 
- . . * . . . -- 
Further experimental work will be required to establish whether or not 
the flow 'meandering' is a manifestation of the instability predicted by the 
current theory. If it is, then a micro-gravity environment will provide a 
means of avoiding it. Other types of instability mechanisms should also be 
investigated, however, so as to provide a comprehensive pict2-e. 
Predict ion of Elec tro~horetic Se~arator Perfonmce 
king the flow and temperature fields described earlier, a mathematical 
model of continuous electrophoretic separation was developed. The model (in 
brief) : 
(a) Accept- as input data the dimensions of the chamber, operating 
conditions and flowrates , transport properties of 'he buffer, 1 ocation and 
size of the sample injection tube, mobility distribution of the sample, zeta- 
potential of the wall coating, n~wber and size of the sa .le outlet streams, 
etc. 
(b) hedicts the mobi;ity distribution in each of the sample with- 
draw21 streams . 
Calculations were carried out using CoIVuter Programs which have 
been tested on "model systems". Further refinements will be made under the 
c;lrrent NAS.4 contract with Princeton. 
Thl,oughout the course of this investigation attention focussed on 
understanding the behavior of wide- gap machines an3 predicting their per - 
formance. We now have models of the flow and temperature fields and can 
estimate the elec..,rophoretic separation characteristics of a given device. 
Although refinements will be necessary, the requisite 'first generation' 
models now exist for interpreting results from SPAR (or other) experiments. 
Furthznnore, the effects of changes in process varia5les can be exmined so 
as to optimize the separation. 
Final Cments 
Work begun during this program is being nied on under a joint program 
coordinated by Dr. R.S. Snyder of MSFC. These tasks incl~de: 
(a) Experimental studies (at S F C )  to ascertain the reason for flow 
meandering in wide-gap machines at 1-g. Tkis will serve to prove or disprove 
the proposal that observed unsatisfactory operation is due to a buoyancy 
driven instability and assist in developing ways to circwlverit the problem. 
) Case-studies with the flow and separation models developed here to 
~ .,'.'*' ' 
ascertain the ultimate (theoretical) capabilities of continuous flow devices. 
.. , : I  ' (c) Theoretical work ta extend the capabilities of the model, to develop 
an understanding of three-dimensionr 1 effects and finite sample concentration, 
i 
and to investigate other hydrodynamic instabilities which could limit resolu- 
tion. Establishing the limitations due to gravit). and those arising from 
other phenm. . 
Frequent obsemations of particle agglomeration and 'clumping' phenomena 
with cells underscore the need for an investigation of effects due to particle 
concentration. Recent theoretical s ~ ~ d i e s  (Batchelor, 1972) suggest substantial 
changs in sedimentation velocity at particle concentrations of a few percent 
but none ui the extant studies deal with electrokinetic effects present In 
electrophoresis. 
(d) The development of experimental techniques to test the model using 
mixtures of well-characterized particles. This will include micro-gravity 
d exyeximents where appropriate 
DESCRIPTION OF RESULTS 
I .  F l o ~  and Temperature Fields 
Introduction 
Inside a continuous f l aw  electrophoresis chamber of the so r t  depicted on 
Fijyre 1 the temperature and velocity have a th ree -d ime~iona l  character. 
Cold buffer enters one end of the chamber and adjusts  t o  the new gemetry 
within a distance, xe, which is given roughly by the foxmula (Sch l i ch t i~g ,  
Here d stands for the half-thickness 'and Re fo r  the Reynolds numner, uOd/vJ; 
u i s  the mean axia l  velocity and vo the kinematic viscosity.  Since the 0 
Reynolds number l i e s  in  the range 1-5,  the entrance length is re la t ively  * 
short  and here the velocity f i e l d  can be mxlelled as being fu l ly  developed 
(viz. ir.dt.pendent of x) . As the buffer flow moves in to  the electrode region 
heat is adcled (~olumetr ica l ly)  through the action qf the e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  ad 
the associatctd current, so, t o  limit the temperature r i s e ,  the front  and 
back walls are  kept cold. For reasons that  w i l l  be explained l a t e r  ( i n  the 
section on s tab i l i ty )  the adjustment iwlg th  fo r  the  temperature f i e l d  can be 
substantial  . Thus, in the electrode region the three-dimensional nature of 
the temperature f i e l d  a l t e r s  the s t ructure  of th? velocity f i e l d  through i t s  
effects  on density and viscosity. Another contributory factor is the e lect ro-  
osmotic cross-flcw caused by the action of the f i e l d  on the th in  layer of 
charge i n  the f?-uiG adjacent t o  the l a t e r a l  boundaries. Although this 
velocity is typically much smaller than the axial  velocity,  i t  has a major 
role in  a l ter ing the electrophoretic separation processes. 
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The models developed here to describe the temperature and velocity fields 
take advantage of three facts: 
(i) The magnitude of the electro-osmotic velocity, wo, is small can- 
pared to uo. 
(ii) The axiai variation of the temperature is slow. 
l i i i )  The effect of temperature on them1 conductivity and electrical 
conductivity is approximately linear over the temperamre range of 
interest: 0° - 3S°C. 
These facts justify the use of perturbation methods to develop a description 
of the temperature and velocity fields. First, because of (i) , the velocity 
fieid can be split into two parts, an axial flu& field due to forced and 
natural convection with a superk.posed electrc-osmotic flow. Next, due to 
the slow variation of the transport properties with axial position, (ii), the 
velocity fields can be split into a fully-developed part (independent of x) 
with corrections added later to allmT for axial structure. Finally, the 
simple linear variation, (iii), makes the description of the temperature 
field particularly sinrple. 
Separate parts of the sequel are devoted to: 
A. Mathematical models for the structure of the temperature field 
a. A tw-dimensional model in which the effects of temperature 
on thermal conductivity ?re suppressed. This provides a means 
of evaluating edge-effects due to heat transLzr near the side 
wall electrodes. 
b. A one-dimensional model to evaluate effects of a tanperature 
dependent thermal con87 ~ct ivi ty . 
c. A transient heat co~duction model to estimate them1 
relaxation times. 
B. Models for the structure of the axial velocity field 
a. A two-dimensional, constant properties model provides a means 
of examining edge effects and buoyancy effects -asing thc 
Bouss inesq approximat ion. 
b. A one-dimensional, variable properties model is the basis for 
evaluating thennal effects and is clsed in the separation model 
described in Part 111. 
C. Models for the electro-osmotic cross-flow velocity 
a. A one-dimensional , variable properties model provides a basis 
for evaluating thennal effects and is used in the separation 
model (Part 111). 
Temperature Field 
The equation for the conservation of thenal energy is 
The symbols are: C - volumetric heat capacity, k - thennal conductivity, 
P 
o - electrical conductivity, and Eo - the electric field strength. Eo is 
assumed to be a constant throughout the analj-sis. Both k and a vary with 
temperature in a linear fashion (see Figure 2) and so we write 
where k and O, are reference values evaluated at the wall temperature and 
0 
0 stands for a dimensionless temperature, i.e., 
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FIGURE 2 .  
Thermal conductivity and electric71 conductivity of the A-1  buffer. 
I k , watts cm-' O c - I  x 103 
TEMPERATURE, * C  
I (ohm- crn I-' x 10' 
10 20 30 48 
TEMPERATURE, % 
The wall temperature is Tw and AT is a characteristic temperature difference. 
If we transform to dimensionless variables with uo as the characteristic 
velocity and d the characteristic length, then 
where Pe = C u d/ko and AT = uO~id2/ko. 
P O  
30th kl and a, are less than unity: kl is typically 0(10-~) while ul is 
0(10-I), and so it is convenient to represent the temperature by means of a 
perturbatic-. series in kl, viz. 
(1 Substituting into (6) we generate a sequence of equations for 0(0), O , . . . 
a o (0) Pe u -- = V20(') + 0 @(o) + 1 
ax 1 (8) 
a o (1 1 pe u -= V2@0)+ a18(1) + V- (@(O)V~(O)) 
ax 
etc. 
From equation (8) we deduce that in the them1 entrance region 
a -  (')/ax is o(P~- ') and varies exponentially. Viscosity and density also 
depend on temperature so that a description of the temperature field to the 
order implied by equations (8) and (9) wculd entail an expansion for the 
axial velocity of the form 
where u(~) is the constanr properties solution, u") accounts for temperature 
variations, etc. This expansion would be used to furnish cm,plete velocity 
fields for (8) and (9). Because of the complexity of the problem it has not 
been practical here to attempt a solution which includes axial variations. 
Instead we have suppressed the axial structure and developed a 'zero-order1 
approximation with which we can assess the orders-of-magnitude of the thermal 
effects. An investigation of the details of the axial structure of the 
temperature and velocity fields is part of the work being done now under 
another NASA contract. 
,Wz-Dimens~onaZ, Constant Thermal Conductivity Mode l 
The major features of the fully developed temperature field can be found 
by solving equations (8) and (9) , omitting the convective terns. The boundary 
conditions are: 
(i) isothermal side walls, o = 0,at y = 21. 
(ii) heat transfer through the side walls at z = modelled in tern of 
a heat transfer coefficient, h, i.e., 
TB stands for the coolant temperature. For the zero-order field we have, 
in dimensionless form: 
The Biot number, Bi, is h$/ko; H = h/d. For Bi = 0 the end walls are 
perfectly insulating and the temperature field is one-dimensional. For 
Bi + - the end walls are isothermal with 0'0) = 0. Fourier transforms 
were used to solve equation (11) and the solution is 
2 -  nv O(O)(~,Z) = - I: [A cosh An= + Bn]sinT (1 + y) 
1 n 
where 
- Bi wn (Ansinh AnH - Bi cosh  an^)-' 
An-, n 
Figures 3- 6 display representative features oi the temperature fields 
for narrow-gap and wide-gap chambers. Figures 3 and 5 are perspective views, 
Figures 4 and 6 are sections. A noteworthy feature is that the effect of 
side walls, shown on Figures 4 and 6, persists for a distance of 2-3 half 
thichesses into the chamber at each side. For the wide-gap chamber (0.5 
an wide) this distance is (j-oughly) 0.75 an and for the narrw-gap chambe1 
(0.15 an wide) , 0.45 an. Thus, due to the effect of temperature, particles 
within t h c ~  regions will have a different electrophoretic mobility frcnn 
those in the interior. In addition, buoyancy effects will be accentuated. 
FIGURE 3.  
Perspective view of the temperatvrc Cie ld  for the narrow-gap chamber 
cperating at conditions listed on Table I (unifonn thermal conductivity). 





FIGURE 4 .  
Sections of the temperature field as shown in Figure 3. 

Perspective view of the temperature f i e ld  for the wicie-gap chamber 
opera tin^ a t  conditions l j  s ted on Table I ( in i fom thermal 
conductikity) . Note: 2d = 0 . 5  cm, 2h = 5 cm. Eq. (12). 

Sections of the temperatt-re f ield as shown i n  Figure 5. 

One-3inenstonaZ, VatrL&;e T h e r m ~ i  Conductivity  mod^', 
-- 
A one-dimerlsional temperature fjeld corresponds to a very wide chamber, 




and perturbations are fond from solutions to 
Using Fourier transforms the solution is four~d to be 
where 
Sni (o(o) ) j = sine transform of (Q(o) (y) ) 2. 
Temperature fields for narrow-gap and wide-gap chambers are shown on 
Figure 7, along with that for constant thermal and electrical conductivities. 
Figure 7 depicts matters ir, dimensionless form and it is seen that with the 
wide gap the temperature rise is 1.7 times that expected with constant 
properties at the conditions sF-G~, for the A - l  buffer this is nearly 30°C. 
FIGURE 7 .  
One-dimensions? temperature field calculated so as to account 
for temperature dependent thennal conductivity and electrical 
conductivity, A - wide-gap, B - narruw-gap, C - constant 
properties (cf. Table I) . Eqs. (13) and (15) . 

With the narrow-gap, the temperature i-ise is so small, about 1. Sac, that 
variable-property effects are negligible. Here we also see (upon canparison 
with Figure 5) that the influence of variable thermal conductivity serves to 
alter the temperature rise. Accounting for the variable theml conductivity 
lowers this maximum b? about Z°C for the wide-gap chamber at the conditions 
shown. 
3rbe-B<rnexsionaZ, Transient Response Mode2 
An estimate of the minimum time required to reach a steady thermal state 
can be made ~tsing a transient theml model which ignores convection, since 
it tends to increase the equilibratior, time by adding colder fluid and with- 
drawing warm fluid from the region of interest. A rough estimate can be 
found from the characteristic relaxation time scale, d2/ao. For the A-1 
buffer a. = 1.39 cm2/s so that for a narrow-gap machine (d = 0.075 an) the 
time scale is about 4 seconds; for the wide-gap machine the time-scale is 
45 seconds. To attain a condition near the steady-state generally reqlires 
2-3 'relaxation times ' , as shown on Figures 8 and 9. Data for the graphs 
were calmlated using the solution to a transient heat conduction problem 
with heat generation, viz. 
with O(T,-1) = 0, O(0,y) = 0. The solution given by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) 
is 
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FIGURE 8. 
Transient temperature response for a narrow-gap chamber (one- 
dimensional , constant thermal conductivity) (cf . Table I) . 
Eq. (171. 
CENTER 
Transient temperature response for a wide- gap chamber (one- 
dimensional, constant thermal conductivity) (cf . Table I) . 
Eq. ( 1 7 ) .  

Obvio~~ly a more refined estimate c o ~ ~ d  be made by solving a two-dimensional 
with convection included, however, the characteristic time for equilibration 
woukl probably not change too much. Thus, in any experiment with wide-gap 
machine -- at least 2-3 minutes should be allowed for thermal equilibration. 
Axial Velocitv Field 
Equations to describe the axial velocity are derived from the Navier- 
Stokes equations using an expansion described earlier 
The effects of buoyancy on the two-dimensional flow field are described in 
the first part of this section. In the second, where the effects of the 
lateral boundaries at z = tH are ignored, exact solutions are possible 
which account fully for the effects of tanperat~~re on viscosity and buoyancy. 
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Two-Dimensfmnl, Constant Transport Properties Modt-: 
The O(1) -velocity is described by solutions to 
where K is a constant (dimensionlessj axial pressure gradient; 
N2 = gd3/vi Re and N3 = gd3t3~~/vt Re, Re = duo/vo. The parameter N3 
describes the magnitude of the buoyancy effect while (-K + N2) is a constant 
to be determined from the fact that the volumetric flowrate is independent 
of the temperature rise, since the velocity is scaled using the mean 
velocity, uo. Using Fourier Sine transforms we find 
2 -  nn U(O) (y, z) = z g, (n) sin T (l+y) 
0 
with 
The coefficients Bn, Cn, and Dn ari found fran the relations 
Finally (-K + N2) is found from ,re requirement that 
FIGURE 10. 
A x h i  b C : ~ C I L y  f ie ld  for the narrow-gap chamber (cf. Table !). 
The velocity is almost indist inguishable from the  f u l l y  developed 
parabola, 3(1-  y2)/2 except near the side walls a t  ;: = k33.3. 
Eq. (19). 
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FIGURE 11. 
Perspective view of the axial velocity field for  the wide-gap 
chamber (cf. Tabie I ) .  Downflw a t  g = 980 an/s2. Eq. (19). 

Central sections of the field shmn on Figure 11. Note weak upflow 
in center ana strong d&nflm along front and back cooling walls 
and near side walls at z = ~ 1 0 .  
'ti 
i 
DIRECTION OF MAIN FLOW AND GRAVITY 
FIGURE 13. 
Perspective view of the axial velocity field for the wide- 
(cf. Table I). Upflow a t  g = 980 an/s2. Eq. (19) . 
,gap chamber 
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FIGURE 14. 
Central sections of the f i e ld  s h m  on Figure 13. Note downflow 
along front and rear cooling walls and near the side walls a t  
z = +lo .  
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MAIN FLW GRAVITY 
Results of representative calculations are shown on Figures 10-14 
Figure 10 shows that buoyancy has relatively l i t t l e  effect  on a narrow-gap 
chamber due 20 the excellent heat transfer. The maximum temperature r i s e  
for this  case is  about 1°C. End effects due to  the no-slip condition a t  
z = +'.I: are s m i l a r  to  those encountered with the temperature f ie ld.  
hri th the wide-gap chamber dramatic effects are present a t  unit gravity. 
Figure 11 is a perspective view, Figure 1 2  shows the velocity across two 
sections of the chamber with duwnflw. Here buoyancy causes regions of 
reversed flow throughout a large part of the central section. With a 
f in i t e  length chamber this  implies that a large recirallating eddy would be 
present in  the central section and the chamZ r would be d i f f icu l t  t o  use as  
an electrophoretic separation device. If the flow is reversed, the re- 
circulating eddy sp l i t s  apart and is  atzached to the side walls, as i s  
shcwn on Figures 13 and 14. Since the recirculating regions are adjacent 
to the side walls, the central section allows more-or-less free passage of 
fluid and any sample. Of course, any sample that nugrated into the eddy 
structures would be d i f f icu l t  t o  recover. 
One-Dimensional VeZocity Fields 
Effects due to  a temperature dependent viscosity and buoyancy can be 
investigated easily using a one-dimensional model and, in fac t ,  exact 
solutions can be obtained. Since variations are confined t o  the y-direction 
we have 
with 
u(t1) = 0 
The solution is 
1 1 Y, 
with 1: detennined fran *he fact that the velocity scale is the mean 
velocity. Thus 
1 1  1 1 Y, 
Given expressions for the dimeilsionless viscosity, and density, both scaled 
on values evaluated at " ~ e  wall, it is a straightforward task to evaluate 
t?e integrals. In the calculatioil z two-tern expression was used for the 
temperature, viz. 
C 1 )  
For purposes of r:orrrparison we can evaluate the velocity field for 
uniform viscosity and buoyancy. l'he temperature field is 
and the velocity works out to be 
1 tan N1](1-y2) 
For + 0 we recover an earlier result due to Ostrach (1976), 
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I t  i s  important to  note that the magnitude of the buoyancy effect as 
compared to  forced convection is contained iil the dimensionless group N3, viz. 
- 1 Here 6 represents an average coefficient of t h e m 1  expansion, - p (ap/aT). 
Thus, a l l  other things being equal, going from a narrm-gap machine (2d = 
0.15 an) to a wide-gap machine (Zd = 0.5 an) a l te rs  the effect of gravity by 
4 
a factor of (10 /3) , roughly two orders-of-magnitude. I t  follows that 
whereas gravity forces play minor roles ~5th narrow-gap machines the situation 
with wide-gap machi.ies i s  quite the opposite. . 
For / N ~ /  d c  1 the velocity differs very l i t t l e  from the familiar pars- 
bolic profile characteristic of forced convection. For J N J  7 ,  1 regions of 
reverse flow are present as i l lustrated on Figures 15  and 16. Qualitatively 
these profiles are similar to  those derived from the two-dimensional model; 
quantitatively, hawever, they differ  in :he magnitude of the maxirmnn velocity, 
which i s  higher here due to  the effects of 1,ariable viscosity and buoyancy. 
Note regions of reversed flow in the center for dcmflow and adjacent to  
side walls for upflow (see insets). 
Tine recirculating eddy present in  the dcwnflow configuration a t  these 
operating conditions renders th is  configuracion almost useless for electro- 
phoretic separation. Even i f  the fluw was steady, the sample stre,m would 
be deflected towards the wall where electro-osmotic effects muld be strong. 
One-dimensional velocity field calculated with allowance for 
variable viscosity and density (cf . Table I) . Downflow, 
g = 980 an/s2. Eq. ( 2 3 ) .  
MAIN FLOW GRAVITY 
FIGURE i 6 .  
One-dimerlsional velocity -4eld calculated with allowance for variable 
viscosity and derlsity (cf . Table I) . Upfiow , g = 980 un.'s2. Eq. ( 2 3 )  
1 
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In the upflow cocfiguration the eddys attached to the walls take up nearly 
80% of the cross section and severely reduce the region available for sample 
separation. 
At the same time, however, it must be recognized that the calculations 
presented here do not exhaust the set of configuratiorz and operating con- 
di tions . The recirculations , for example, can be cha~ged by independent 
control of t'le pressure gradient. Lowering the field strength has a dramatic 
effect on the buovancy, since the tenperature rise is proportional to E:, but 
would necessitate ar, increase in the length of the chamber, etc. There are, 
therefore, a d e r  of cptions which remain to be investigated, the calcula- 
tions given here s inply illustrate the hydrodynamic phenomena. 
Electro-osmotic Cross-flaw Velocity Field 
The presence o i  a thin layer of space charge adjacent to the bcundaries 
in the y-z plane (cf. Figure 1) alor,;: with the transverse electric field 
causes a well-known electro-osmotic flm (Shaw, 1969). In a parallel plate 
system open to reservoirs at z = a where H >> 1 the velocity profile would 
appear to be flat up to a very small distance from the wall (a few multiples) 
- 1 
of the Debye thickness, K ) where a rapid transiticn occurs tc accamrodate 
- 1  
the no-slip condition. For most purposes L\e double-iayer thickness, K 
is so small that we can approximate the velocity j ~ c t  outside this layer 
using one of the Smoluchowski equations, 
where wo is the velocity in the z-direction, E ,  the dielectric constant, 
E, the fiaid strength and, , the zeta-potential of the wall material in 
contact with the solution i n  question. This apparent s l ip-veloci ty  i s  of 
the order of a few microns per second for  a potential  gradient of 0r.e vo l t  
per centimeter. When the f l m  i s  constrained by walls a t  z = +I the  p rof i l e  
is forccd to  be (roughly) parabolic so as t o  accmoda te  the condition sf  no 
net flow across the y-z plane. AltLugh t h i s  velocity is too slow t o  affect  
the axia l  f l o w  substantial ly the cross-flow l r~ t e r f e r e s  with any electro- 
phoretic separation by stretching the sample cross s e c t i ~ n .  To provide an 
e s t h t e  of thermal effects  and furnish a consistent representation of die 
velocity f i e ld  for  use in the separations model a simplified model i s  used. 
In this model end effects  are  omitted except insofar as the w. '1s force 
the flow t o  turn round as sketched i n  Figure 17 .  The electrc-3smotic 
velocity can be calculated from solutior!! t o  
with w = w a t  ). = +d. 
0 
The pressure gradient ar ises  from the need t o  balance viscous forces outside 
the dout~le-layer so as t o  produce a f i e ld  with 110 net  flow. I f  we scale the 
velocity using wo, and leng*& using d ,  and wri te  the viscosity as roe(@) t o  
account for  the thermal effects  we obtain 
which can be integrated t o  
Y 
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The constant K2 is found from the requirement that the net flow across any 
cross section in the x-y plane be zero. 
A1 though effects due to temperature dependent viscosity are relatively 
small and change the velocity only about 10% in the wide-gap chamber, these 
could be significant if one were modelling the separation of particles with 
small mobility differences . 
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FIGURE 17. 
Electro-osmotic crossflow velocity: A - plan view showing recirculation 
caused by end walls, B - velocity profile with constant viscosity, 
(1 - 3y2)/2;  C - velocity profile with wide-gap (cf. Table I ) .  
2 




11. HYDRODYNAMIC STABILITY 
Introduction 
During the early s. ,des of developnent of the wide-gap machines large 
scale, irregular convective mixing was observed during experiments with dye 
tracers. One of the possible causes is the flow reversal caused by buoyancy 
(see Part I and Ostrach, 1976). At that time, the abserice of quantitative 
data prevented a rest of this hypothesis. Later experiments at General 
Electric by H. Semon (1977) provided additional data and disclosed a 
persistent "wavering" of the sample stream at low power inputs; higher 
power levels caused irre~lar mixing. However, the power lelels corresponded 
to maximum (centerline) temperatures only a few degrees higher than the wall 
(buffer) temperature, far below those which could produce the w-shaped pro- 
files described in Par+ I. According to the analysis in Section I the 
dimensionless group g$aoE~d4/vokouo must be 0(102) or more far buoyancy to 
alter the velocity profile significantly; in the General Electric exh&rimen.lts 
i t  was O(1). Changes in the orientation of the flow relative to gravity . 
changed the allowable power levels somewhat but irregular flow persisted at 
voltage gradients necessary to give a significant electrophoretic separation. 
It was decided, therefore, to investigate the hydrodynamic stability of the 
flw. 
Several sorts of phenomena are included under the general topic of 
hydrodynamic stability: the inception of motion in an otherwise quiesce~t 
system, the transition from one steady laminar flaw to another and transition 
from laminar to turbulent flow. To establish orders-of-magnitude, theories for 
the stability of a horizontal layer and of a shear flaw were reviewed. As a 
result it appears that neither of the buuyancy mechanisms involved L? these 
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two situations would be able to destabilize the flow. 
Previous work on the stability of stratified fluid layers has centered 
on quiescent layers (cf. Ch~~Jrasekhar, 1961; Ostrach, 1964). This body of 
literature was combed to locate reports of special significance to the problem 
at hand which is distinguished by the combined processes of volumetric heat 
generation and fluid motion. Sparrow, Goldstein and Jonsson (1964) studied 
the buoyancy driven instability of a quiescent, horizontal layer bo~z-lded 
above and below by rigid walls and heated internally. Although a nonlinear 
profile does lower the critical temperature difference considei-ably, calcula- 
tions based cn parameter values for the wide-gap chamber showed that the 
critical difference is about 10°C which is well above the vaiues reported by 
General Electric for the horizontal (or vertical) configuration with flaw. 
Allowance for the effect of tmperature on the rate of heat generation 
(which is not $art of the Sparrow-Goldstein-Jonsson theory) may lower the 
critical temperature difference somewhat but an extension of this sort was 
not attempted, since it seemed best to understand the behavior of the 
vertical configurstion which would bc used in electrophoretic separation. 
Vest and Arpaci (1969) studied the stability of natural convection in 
a vertical slot, where however, since the base flw is driven by an anti- 
symnetric temperature, it is different from that in a continuous flow 
electrophoresis chamber. The stability with respect to roll wav,s, orient4 
perpendicular to the main flow was examined and a critical Grashof number of 
7880 was found for this sort of instability. In the General Electric experiment 
the Grashof number based on the maximum centerline temperaturt. is roughly 10 
and, althouzh the circumstances are quite dissimilar, it seems unlikely 
that the observed meandering derives fran a shear instability of the sort 
studied by Vest and Arpaci. 
If the meandering and subs~quent large scale convection are the result . 
f . 
of an instability, then it must be one where the critical Rayleigh number 1 ' 
c 't. 
is small. One possibility is that the instability derives frm small axial 
temperature gradients wh-ich result from uneven heating or cooling. In 
; .s, 
addition the thermal region near the entrance to the electrode section ex- t i. 
. . 
. ,~ 
tends over a region of several chamber half-thicknesses . This gradient can 
be estimated frm an earlier equation describing the balance between con- 
vection, conduction and generation, 
4 .  
for temperature- independent properties. This equation has solutions which : 1 i 
decay exponentially with :: and have the fonn { ,:' 
- 
i l 
The mode which has the six-llest eigenvalue, An, fixes the relaxation dis- 1 1 : 
tance, xe. An estimate of the smallest eigenvalue a. be fowd from the I .  
problem where the varldle velocity u(y) is approximated by the (constant) 1;. 
r' 
average velocity. A more exact calculation would refine this estimate but , . 
I! 
would not change the order-of-magnitzde. It is found that the distance over - ;P 
I 1  
which the temperature adjusts to the ohmic heating is approximately (Pe) (d) . 
Fox the wide-gap chamber operation at the conditions listed on Table I the 
Peclet number is about 50. Thus, since the temperature rise here is over 30 
degrees, axial gradients at the inlet (and outlet) are of the order of 1°C/m. 
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The presence of cold fluid above warmer fluid (in the region above the 
electrodes with the downflow configuration and in the electrode "outlet" 
region with upflow) is an unstable configuration. To study the stability 
of the velocity and temperature fields they were modelled with a fully 
developed axial flow in a rectangular channel. The basic temperature field 
consists of an axial gradient of magnitude denoted by A, with latcral 
variations due to the balance between heat generation and conduction 
through the walls, i.e., 
If we scale lengths, velocities, etc., as before we obtain 
where 
Gr = ~BAT~'/V; Grashof number 
Re = uod/v0 Reynolds number 
Pr = vo/ao Prandt 1 11lrmber 
with u = 0 = 0 cn boundaries at y = 21, z = &I. 
The mathematical problem is to identify conditions under which tempera- 
ture and velocity fields other than the steady-state, symnetric forms exist. 
In particular we are interested in forms with an exponential time ilependerrse, 
ewt. The demarcation between stable and unstable flows is w = 0. Because 
of the linear structure of the equations we can show th;..t thz imaginary part 
of UI, I )  is zero so that the so-called "exchange of stabilities" principle 
is satisfied and any disturbance will grow expmentisily. Thus, we simply 
laok for conditions where w = 0. The problem is dzcomposed into the sum of 
,. * 
the s~eady parts u , ~  and perturbations u and 0 .  
This problem is very sirnilar to one solved earlier by Ostrach (1955). 
Here those results are extended to include two-dimensional effects and other 
disturbance plan for,^. Jn the early work the instability was identified 
through a degeneracy in a base flow, now we see that the disturbances are 
. : a  ; i superimposed on a ~ymmetri-c base flow. 
,. 
For the disturbance flow, u, and temperature, 0, we have 
where v i i  stands for the two-dimensional Laplace operator. 
6 A 
u = 0 = 0 on the boundaries. One set of solutions will,of collrse, sinrply 
be multiples of the symmetl-ic (with respect to the x-z and x-y planes) 
steady -state solutions. We are interested in anti-symmetric solutiorfi , 
which represent nc change in the volumetric flow rate through the y-z plane. 
In general, the solutions to these equations can be written 
I 
where 
A4 = Ra 
The temperature is 
Solutions a re  
u1 = s i n  q z  (A1 sinh yly + Blcosh yly) 
+ cos qz (A, - sinh yly + B2cosh y2y) 
= q2 + ~2 
u2 = s i n  qz(A3 sinh y2y + B3 cosh y2y) 
+ Cos qz(A4 sinh y2y + B4 cosh y;y) 
To s a t i s f y  the boundary conditions on the  walls a t  z = tH er ther  
( i )  s i n q H = 0 , A 2 = B 2 = A 4  - B 4 = 0 ,  q = n n / H ;  
2n-1 n ( i i )  cos qH = 0, A l Z B 1 =  A3 = B 3  = 0,  q = 7~ . (40) 
The f i r s t  condition, ( i )  , corresponds t o  a disturbance tha t  is anti-syrmretric 
with respect t o  the x-y plane with upflow on one s ide  and downflow on the  
other. This form presenres the volumetric f l m  ra te .  The second 
condition, [ i i ) ,  describes a flow with the requis i te  asyn'unetry i f  
B2 = B4 = 0. 
Next, with ( i ) ,  e i the r  B1 = B3 = 0 so that  A3 = 0 and yl = zinr which 
gives 
-2 2 A‘+ = n4n4[1 + H ) ( 4 1 )  
or  A1 = A3 = 0 so that  B3 = 0 and Q =  i(2n - l)n/Z which gives 
9 
~4 = n4[(2n - 1)2/4 + q2/H2] ( 42 )  
With (ii) , A4 = 0 and y, = ?inn so that  
A. 
2 
~4 = n4[n" (zn-1)2/3H2] 
The mode with the lowest c r i t i c a l  Rayleigh ~lnnber :orresponds t o  t h  
velocity f i e l d  
nz nv 
u = s i n  - 1 H COS - 2 
with the c r i t i c a l  Rayleigh number 
For the wide-gap charrher with dimensions noted on Table I ,  Rat = 6.58 and 
with a narrow-gap, Rac = 6.11. Using data for  water a t  10°C the c r i t i c a l  
temperature g~.adient  is O.S°C/an fo r  the wide-gap and 53"C/an for  the 
narrow- gap chambers. These resu l t s  agree qualitat iveZy with experimerrtal 
abservation i n  tha t  they disclose a great deal of sens i t iv i ty  t o  ac ia l  
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temperature gradients for tlie wide-gap machine. Kith a narrow-gap it would 
be rather difficult to achieve the axial gradie..ts large enough to excite 
the instability. 
Although this explanation is consistent with experimental findings for 
a vertical configuration, questions still rerain with regard to ,ilted or 
horizontal configurations. These cases have not been analyzed in detail 
but it is easy +o shcw (mathematically) 'chat buoyancy effects coupled with 
an axial gradient will destrc the unidirectional character of the flow. 
A t  present, however, neither experipental data or quantitative theoretical 
results are sufficient to assess this matttr fully. 
111. MClDELING THE ELECI'ROPHORETIC SEFARATION IN CONTINUOUS - FLOh' 
ELErnF'HORESIS 
Introduction 
We turn now to the task of describing how a sample with a particular 
mobility distribution will be altered in its passage through a continuous 
flow electrophoresis chamber. To provide a first approximation we have 
chosen to base the model on one-dimensional approxin.ations to the various 
flow and temperature fields and ignore, for the present, two-dimensicma1 
effects due to sick walls at z = + h (except insofar as they cause the 
electro-osmotic flow to recirculate) . Consequently, the temperature and 
velocity fields and the particle mobility are functions of y alone. This 
procedure is accurate as long as d/ h << 1 and regions near the s j de walls 
are ignored. The effect of the side walls requires much more extensive 
analysis and remains to be done. 
The model for separation is based oc the fact that the velocity of a 
particle of a given mobility can be written as a superposition of an axial 
velocity, u(y) , and a transverse canponent made up of the electro osmotic 
flow velocity, w(y) and the particle velocity due to electrophoresis, 
v,[y). Thus for a particle of mobility, m, say, the velocity is 
and particles which enter with the sample at yo, zo will exit at y = yo, 
z = zo + L[w(y) + vm@)]/u(y). If we denote the mobility distribution as 
Nm(x,y,z), to represent the number d- ity of particles with mobility, m, 
then 
describes the fact that the particles are conserved. The number density at 
a point x,y,z, is, therefore, 
and the problm is simply one of "tracking". 
To predict the mobility distributions at the exit from the separator 
we suppose that there are a number of collector tubes of area (2d) (A) at the 
outlet plane. The mobility distribution in a given collector is simply 
t.+A 
cN,,,>~ = \ ' mrn(z)dz (48) 
A canputer program was written to implement this scheme; representative 
results are tabulated in Table 11. 
dtline of the Camputation Method 
The canputation of the mobility distribution in the collection strzals 
proceeds a; follows 
Main Input Data are: 
Cnamber dime sions (2d and Zh) 
Electrode length ( a )  
W e r  of collection streams 
Electric field strength 
Buffer flowrate 
Buffer temperature 
Constmts in the linear equation for buffer electrical conductivity 
Constants in the linear equation for buffer thermal conductivity 
Buffer conductivities for heat and electricity at the wall temperature 
Coating mobility at 20°C 
Mobility di~tribution of sample at 20°C 
Location and size of sample stream. 
The program then etTaluates the temperature field using Eqs. ( 7 ) ,  (13) and 
(15) and calculates the local values of density and viscosity using 
analytical formulas supplied. (Other relations can be used if necessary.) 
Then the local axial and electro-osmotic velocities are calculated using 
the appropriate equations for temperature de~endent properties cited in 
Part I, Eqs. (23) and (30). Finally, particles on the edge of the sample 
are tracked to the outlet, using mobilities which reflect the local 
temperature, and the mobility distribution for each collector calculated. 
Numerical output includes 
Temperature field 
Axial velocity field 
Electro-osmotic velocity field 
Mobility distribution for each collector. 
Results of two represmtative calculations, one with a narrow-gap 
chamber, the other with a wide-gap, are shown on Table 11. General con- 
ditions are as s h m  on Table I. The sample contained two types of particles 
in equal amounts. Although both configurations show complete separation the 
wide-gap corfiguration separates the sample into two widely spaced collectors; 
the narrow-gap chamber barely separates the two fractions and if either 
fraction contained a distribution of mob~lities there wauld be overlap. It 
was not possible to'operate the wide-gap chamber model at 1-g without the 
recirculating flows described in Part I1 - so gravity had to be suppressed 
in the calculation. 
These calculations are intended to be iZZustrative of the sorts of 
results that can be obtained using the models derived here. h c h  more ex- 
tensive calculations are required to establish the differences in the 
separatory capabilities of various continuous flow devices. 
TABLE I .  
--
Farmeters used in numerical calculations 
Fluid Properties (A- 1 Buffer) 
Buffer Temperature 
Density 
Viscos i ty 
Thermal Conductivity 
Electrical Conductivity 
Coefficient of Expansion 
Thennal Conductivity Coefficient 
Electrical Conductivity Coefficient 
Chamber Parameters -
Narrow- Gap 
Electric Field Strength, v/an 70 
* 
Gravitational Constant , an/s2 980 
Gap Distance (2d), an 0.15 
Width (2h) , an 5 
Length, an 16 
Volumetric Flm, an3/s 0.35 
Average Velocity, an,/s 0.467 
3.17 
2.63 
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Red-Blood Cell Separation in h'arrow-Gap and Wide -Gap Machines 
To demonstrate the use of the separation model two runs were made at 
conditions shown on Table I with samples made up of equal amounts of 
particles ( 'red-blood cells ') with mobilities of 2.15 m-cm/v-s (m-1) and 
4.15 m-an/v-s (m=2) (at 20°C) . 
Other conditions were : 
Coating mobility 2.15 w-an/v-s 
Sample inlet size 0.05 an 
Number of cdILectors 100 
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Four programs were written in lTRIlUW TV: 
ZTEMP - the two-dimensional temperature field, Eq. (12) 
VEII) - the two-dimensional velocity field, Eq. (19) 
TRANSr - the transient temperature field, Eq. (17) 
TEMP - the separation model. 
Listings of these are given on the following pages. 
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C2=1/ (ISZE'IS-1 .) OUOG 
C 3u 10 
C THE C U l F R  LCCF L N C S E 8 E N f S  T ,  TilE NEXT IYIEDfiOSl LCOP I L C B L h Z R T S  7.1 AND TaOUZ'J 
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POBTbAI A V  f L E V E L  2 1  qA1N OATE = 7b110  
ll=2*K-1 
LA?6Di= ~*N*c~*FX/U.-SI;RA~ 
T=(l . -  (-1.) e*U)/Y/LdJbDL 
LAbECA=LA!!BC2**O.S 
A E  l=LllbCA* (2-U) 
Af2=-LAtlEDA* (2+Y! 
Ak3x-2. *LAlEDA*E 
:I (Arl+Su.) 1 ,1 ,2  
1 P 1x0. 
G C  TO 3 
i E l = E X P  ( A i l )  
3  I F  (AEL*jC.) 4*u ,S  
4 E Z = O .  
CC TO 0 
5 r ; = r x e  (rr2)  
b  IE (Ae3+53.) 7 ,7 ,8  
7 L3=0. 
GC TC 9  
0  EJ=EX? (AL3) 
3 C C I i T i N U E  
I '=(El*fL)/(LA'IEDA* (1.-i3j-c:* ( 1 . t ~ ~ ) )  
i ~ C * ? * E i * T l  
15 SO?=SU'I+E*Sih' (S*X) 
;S!? (J, I ) = 2 .  *SJM/PI 
2  C 22 (J j = 2  
3 3  Y Y  ( I ) = Y  
IEsrl=l'!!F (1 , I )  
5 
C ?LC1 511: TZ~:I'XTJ~L F l ; i t  AS A 53ni'ACL V I I Y L Z  I N  PSRSPiiTIVZ. 
C 
R=Z* l i ' lE ' I 'S  
LC 6J I=I ,YIPTS 
h s K - t  
L-i*iZi :S 
3C 5 1 J = ? ,  N Z P A ~  
L=L- 1  
53 i E ! P  ( i , q ) = l t ? F  (NZP7S*l - J , i rhF15+l -~)  
6 2 C C t i l l E U I  
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L C  0 2  J=l ,NZC 
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NE=L*L;P~S-I 
LC C 5  J=1,82 
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Z=-t?-Y 
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1 J 7 0  . 
lJoO 
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l l O J  
l l l t r  ' 
1 l i d  
Y = Y * t Y  
a: X Y  (1)rY 
JT=lF~Fl*lC.+l. 
Y C Z Y  iB*JT*2 
T!!AX=JT/19. 
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C EhIJT TdE ?ILL2 F O B  I=@.  
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c 
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C 
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C SSSi 
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ooorr 
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F l ~ l  F:/K 
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f C  4 -  I = l . Y Z  
a;, 331TE (6 ,  lUC) Z Z ( i )  ,U (1 , I lXPIS)  
1 6 1 1 5  (1 ,160)  
d d I T k  (6 ,130 )  
:C 9 1  I = l , U Y  
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C 1);o 
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C S f i F - i X P '  .SATC?I LXCEFT 'gi ?CLLCbIhG- I J 4 j  
C JLIJ 
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C - 1 s -  
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C 2 17C 
C c 15,' 
LI?,h5ii> iTL'?( lCCI)  - 1  S J  
SIZihSICb &V:F9F (1?L1) .,A . .  
Ll!lcS:i;N 7 ( 1 9 C l )  .L 1 .1  
LI:E:;SAI:~ 1iFr ( l J 3 1 )  - - 
LI.lchZiCb 52S3i6  t1351)  d , - J  
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x ' d A L i '  CLGTh -',17il;.~,lX,'C:',~~,'rJ?f~~ i i . ? P .  -', l2E 1 ~ .  J - 2  1; 
X r  l l r  ( 2 2 ;  - 
X ' C ' )  . : I )  
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l l b  FCiYAi t 3  ( Z d , l F k l * - b ) )  . j c  ; 
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C U B l f b f L t b  3 A I  CCCiJT. J5a J 
c ~ 5 9 3  
H~=Lt iL?AU-1  LO;? 
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